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RCP: 0.7.7, improve the corpora restoration process during the first launch of TXM

Description
- improve the corpora restoration process. In some not well identified cases, the corpora restoration fails. I had this issue a lot of time
after some fresh installations on Win 7. I also sometimes need to manually delete the "registry" directory because of a right permissions
problem else TXM does not start. When a corpora is not restored due of some errors, if we quit TXM, the related data to this corpus stored
in the workspace/default.xml file are definitively lost. A temporary workaround is to manually restore the base in the default.xml file and to
copy the registry file from the local corpora path "registry" to the global/shared "registry" path. I think we should create a command to
reload/restore an existing corpora from the TXM user directory at least for dev purposes since we do not manage at this moment the
corpora restoration fail case. Another workaround seems to zip the directory and then reimport the zip as TXM binary corpus import.
- improve the information provided to the user during the first launch of TXM, especially when doing the save/backup/restore functions
on existing corpora. At this moment, using default log level, user does not know what TXM is doing and this process can be especially
long. We may use a progress dialog as we do now for the "Loading corpora" process.
Demandes liées:
lié à Bug # 804: RCP: 0.7.5, Fail to reload a binary corpus, windows XP

New

15/05/2014

lié à Feature # 1580: RCP: X.X, Add a rescue command to reconstruct the works...

New

03/11/2015

Historique
#1 - 12/05/2015 17:07 - Sebastien Jacquot
Also need to write the specifications and the current process behaviors: https://groupes.renater.fr/wiki/txm-info/public/corpora_restoration

#2 - 13/05/2015 09:27 - Sebastien Jacquot
- Sujet changé de RCP: 0.7.7, improve the information provided to the user during the first launch of TXM à RCP: 0.7.7, improve the corpora restoration
process during the first launch of TXM
- Description mis à jour
#3 - 10/09/2015 16:25 - Matthieu Decorde
- Version cible changé de TXM 0.7.8 à TXM 0.8.0a (split/restructuration)
#4 - 29/06/2018 12:48 - Sebastien Jacquot
- Version cible changé de TXM 0.8.0a (split/restructuration) à TXM 0.8.0
#5 - 22/03/2019 11:28 - Matthieu Decorde
- Version cible changé de TXM 0.8.0 à TXM X.X
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